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Throat raw, raspy, due to a cold? Get yourself
Luden’s and get yourself quick, soothing relief. In
addition to their special formula and cooling menthol, Luden’s, like
hot lemonade,
have an alkaline
factor.

Copr. 1940,
Luden’s, Inc.
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It’s a great tie-up... America’s No. 1
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Cigarette for

more

smoking pleasure

.America’s No. 1 Band for dancing.,

Chesterfield is the one cigarette with
the right combination of the world’s
best cigarette tobaccos. That’s why
Chesterfields are DEFINITELY milder
TASTE. BETTER

and

SMOKE COOLER.

Everyone who tries them
cigarette that satisfies...
You can’t buy

Advertising writers can’t make gasoline.
purchaser
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gardless of competitive claims, we say this unqualifiedly

gasoline.

and without reservation.

Since the public has

to be

accurately informed

right
gasolines
today, the American Oil
Company wishes to make a statement of policy regarding its regular gasoline and special motor fuel.
about the
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As to American

Gas, we sell it for exactly what it is
—a pure, “sweet,” 100% petroleum product. It is not
“hopped up” with added chemicals which are not combustible. Its full range of quality characteristics comes
from petroleum only. We don’t try to make it a premium
gas by merely calling it one. American Gas is the best
buy at regular gas price.

sold

Comparing the quality of crude is not enough. Comparing anti-knock is not enough. It is the sum total of
all the desirable quality characteristics that makes a
good gasoli le or motor fuel.

As to
costs

This constitutes the

f

only real yardstick for comparison. Fair comparisons should take in every quality a
good gasoline or motor fuel should have.

more

our

to make. It’s worth

You

premium
more.

motor fuel. It

It does

more.

It

real

premium fuel
at a regular gas price. Amoco-Gas is instantly recognizable as a premium motor fuel by the velvety smoothness of the car’s operation.
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You can’t get something for nothing. We have faith
in the inherent common sense of the motorist—and in
his ability to separate fact from claim.

The American Oil Company has the largest and most

American Oil

refining units in the world.

Company products

are

the finest ob-

They are backed by the entire resources of the
American Oil Company, and accepted by the public as
honest values, honestly described.
tamable.

The achievements of its scientists and engineers have
been recognized as among the most important advances
in chemical
engineering.
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The remarkable increase in the sales of American Oil

The American Oil Company has the resources and
facilities to furnish the best products and the highest
values obtainable from crude petroleum.

Amoco-Gas, it is

must sell for

During the 29 years of its existence, the American
Oil Company has not found it necessary to change the
names of its products. Throughout all of this period, it
has kept faith by constantly improving its products.
modern

better cigarette.

We know what goes into Amoco-Gas and American
Gas. We know these products never have had—and still
do not have—any equals in their respective fields. Re-
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of Greater Values. ’’
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